


The Sareer Economical Matrah is a supremely 
comfortable mattress, offering back support 
and a soft touch cover.

This mattress has a 13.5 gauge coil spring unit, 
which offers soft support to your back as you 
sleep. It is covered with high quality damask 
fabric for extreme softness, and is micro-quilted to 
further enhance the soft feel. This item is available 
in various sizes, so is suitable for any room in  
the home.

 

ECONOMICAL MATRÀH 
This comfortable 13.5 gauge sprung mattress has a damask quilted 
cover.
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Sareer Grey Damask

Quilted panel 
and border

Open Coil Spring Unit

Approx 7" Depth

Duo pads both sides

BACK SUPPORT QUILTED PANEL & 
BORDER 

OPEN COIL SPRINGS NO NEED TO TURN

Economical Matràh

Orthopaedic Matràh

Orthopaedic Memory Matràh

Value Memory Matràh

Memory Foam Matràh

Diamond 6+2 Matràh

Memory Coil Matràh

Pocket Memory Matràh

Pocket Sprung Matràh

Reflex Plus Matràh

Reflex Plus Coil Matràh

Pocket Reflex Plus Matràh

Cool Blue Memory  
Foam Matràh

Cool Blue Memory  
Coil Matràh

Cool Blue Pocket  
Memory Matràh

Latex Foam Matràh

Latex Coil Matràh

Latex Pocket Matràh

Gel Memory Foam Matràh

Gel Coil Matràh

Gel Pocket Matràh

Kids Matràh

Kids Memory Foam Matràh 

Aspire Pocket Sprung 
Matràh

Aspire Pocket Memory 
Matràh

Memory Wool Coil Matràh

Memory Wool Orthopaedic 
Matràh

Memory Wool Pocket Matràh

Memory Wool Foam Matràh

Mattress Stands
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All of our mattresses are MADE IN THE UK and comply with the UK Fire Safety Regulations • Available sizes: 2'6" / 3'0" / 4'0" / 4'6" / 5'0" / 6'0" plus EU sizes.
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The Sareer Orthopaedic Matrah contains an 
open spring unit which provides you with 
excellent levels of support, as well as comfort. 
There are layers of non-allergy producing fillings 
to give you a clean and healthy night's sleep. The 
hypo allergenic fillings make the Sareer Matrah 
perfect if you are an allergy sufferer.
 
For a luxurious touch, our Sareer Orthopaedic 
mattress is finished with a soft quilted damask 
cover embedded with the Sareer logo to give it 
a stylish look every bedroom desires. Our Sareer 
Orthopaedic mattress is great value for money  
and will make a perfect partner for a divan base  
or bedstead.

 

ORTHOPAEDIC MATRÀH 
Our Sareer Orthopaedic 8" mattress is a great valuable addition to 
your bedroom, or your guest bedroom and comes with a unique 
quilted top panel and border.

OPEN COIL SPRINGS NO NEED TO TURN

HYPO ALLERGENIC

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER 
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Sareer Grey Damask

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 8" Depth

Polyester both sides

Quilted panel and 
border
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The Sareer Orthopaedic Memory Matrah contains an 
open spring unit which provides you with excellent 
levels of support, as well as comfort. There are layers 
of non-allergy producing fillings to give you a clean 
and healthy night's sleep. The hypoallergenic fillings 
make the Sareer Matrah perfect if you  are an allergy 
sufferer.
 
For a luxurious touch, our Sareer Orthopaedic Memory 
Matrah is finished with a soft quilted damask cover 
embedded with the Sareer logo give it a stylish look 
every bedroom desires. Our Sareer Orthopaedic 
Memory Matrah is great value for money and will make a 
perfect partner for a divan base or bedstead.

Sareer's Orthopaedic Memory Matrah works in perfect 
harmony with the lower support layers, once you settle 
into your most comfortable position your body weight 
is redistributed reducing pressure whilst you sleep. 
Support, comfort and durability are uncompromised 
while you experience less tossing and turning 
during the night and wake up feeling refreshed.

 

ORTHOPAEDIC  MEMORY MATRÀH
Our Sareer Orthopaedic Memory mattress is a great 
valuable addition to your bedroom, or your guest bedroom 
and comes with a unique quilted top panel and border.

BACK SUPPORT

QUILTED PANEL & 
BORDER 

NO NEED TO TURN

Quilted panel 
and border

Open Coil Spring Unit

Approx 9" Depth

Duo pads both sides

OPEN COIL SPRINGS

MEMORY FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

Memory Foam

Polyester both sides



The Sareer Value Memory Foam Matrah 
provides a top comfort layer made of a specially 
developed extra soft material for a feeling of 
instant relaxation. Working in perfect harmony 
with the lower support layers, once you settle 
into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst 
you sleep. Support, comfort and durability are 
uncompromised while you experience less tossing 
and turning during the night and wake up feeling 
refreshed.

As well as moulding to your body's natural sleeping 
position, the specially developed Sareer Memory 
Foam Matrah 's extra soft material is designed to 
regulate temperature and humidity, maintaining a 
pleasant sleeping environment throughout  
the night.

 

VALUE MEMORY MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding 
comfort and support, then our Sareer Value Memory Foam Matrah 
is made with you in mind.
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Approx 5" Depth

Zip CoverSareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam

MEMORY FOAM

NO NEED TO TURNDUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

SOFT KNIT COVER
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The Sareer Memory Foam Matrah provides 
a top comfort layer made of a specially 
developed extra soft material for a feeling of 
instant relaxation. Working in perfect harmony 
with the lower support layers, once you settle 
into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst 
you sleep. Support, comfort and durability are 
uncompromised while you experience less tossing 
and turning during the night and wake up feeling 
refreshed.

As well as moulding to your body’s natural sleeping 
position, the specially developed Sareer Memory 
Foam Matrah's extra soft material is designed to 
regulate temperature and humidity, maintaining  
a pleasant sleeping environment throughout  
the night.

MEMORY FOAM MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding 
comfort and support, then our Sareer Memory Foam Matràh is 
made with you in mind.

MEMORY FOAM NO NEED TO TURN

REMOVABLE /  
WASHABLE ZIP COVER

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

SOFT KNIT COVER

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam



The Sareer Diamond 6+2 Memory Matrah 
provides a top comfort layer made of a specially 
developed extra soft material for a feeling of 
instant relaxation. Working in perfect harmony 
with the lower support layers, once you settle 
into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst 
you sleep. Support, comfort and durability are 
uncompromised while you experience less tossing 
and turning during the night and wake up feeling 
refreshed.

As well as moulding to your body's natural sleeping 
position, the specially developed  Sareer Diamond 
6+2 Memory Matrah's extra soft material is 
designed to regulate temperature and humidity, 
maintaining a pleasant sleeping environment 
throughout the night.
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DIAMOND 6+2 MEMORY MATRÀH 
If you prefer a firmer feel mattress that still provides outstanding 
comfort and support, then our Sareer Diamond 6+2 Memory Matrah 
is made with you in mind.

Approx 8" Depth

Zip CoverSareer Memory Fabric

2" Memory Foam
Reflex Foam

2" MEMORY FOAM NO NEED TO TURN

REMOVABLE /  
WASHABLE ZIP COVER

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

SOFT KNIT COVER

This new process of manufacturing offers 
maximum spinal support as well as eliminating 
rolling together so that you and your partner can 
experience a restful undisturbed night's sleep.
 
The Sareer Memory Coil Matrah has excellent heat 
reduction and breathable properties allowing the 
mattress to breathe and keep fresh. It is also hypo-
allergenic, anti bacterial and has anti-dust mite 
qualities. Culminating a sleep environment that 
guarantees night after night of blissful sleep.
 
The top layer of Memory Foam moulds to the 
contours of your body, offering gentle support to 
alleviate pressure point discomfort. To add to the 
luxurious feel the mattress comes with a soft 2 
way stretch hand tufted cover.

 

MEMORY COIL MATRÀH 
Sareer's Memory Coil Matrah features a traditional coil spring 
system wrapped in memory foam then memory foam is placed on 
top to create a sumptuous feel. 

MEMORY FOAM

NO NEED TO TURNOPEN COIL SPRINGS

HYPO ALLERGENIC NO ROLL TOGETHER 

DUST MITE RESISTANT
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Sareer Memory Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Memory Foam

Polyester both sides



POCKET MEMORY MATRÀH 
Sareer's Pocket Memory Matrah features pocket springs and 
comprises a layer of memory foam upon a pocket sprung base. 

Sareer Memory Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Memory Foam

Polyester both sides

The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket springs 
which work independently to react to your body's movement 
and weight, offering complete support. Sareer's Pocket 
Memory mattress has a medium feel to it, and is perfect if you 
are looking for a pocket memory foam mattress with body 
moulding properties and a good combination of pressure relief 
and support.

The mattress features a soft knitted fabric. The sensitive memory 
foam layer provides comfort and support to your shoulders, back 
and hips, and works in harmony with your body to ensure that 
you are sleeping in the correct anatomical position, meaning you 
can wake feeling refreshed and free of any minor aches and pains. 
Memory foam also offers relief for your pressure points which 
encourages healthy blood circulation, as well as reducing the need 
to toss and turn during the night, meaning a deeper and more 
restful sleep.
 
The pocket sprung base provides a luxurious feel to your 
mattress, unlike interconnected coil mattresses, pocket springs 
work independently of each other, and the flexibility in the 
pocket springs allows the mattress to respond to the shape, 
weight, size, movement and sleeping patterns of your body. 
Pocket sprung mattresses are also an advantage if there is a 
considerable weight or size difference between you and  
your partner.

POCKET SPRING UNIT NO NEED TO TURN

MEMORY FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED10

The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket 
springs which work independently to react to your 
body's movement and weight, offering complete support. 
Sareer's pocket sprung mattress has a medium feel to it, 
and is perfect if you are looking for a mattress with cooling 
properties and a good combination of pressure relief and 
support.

The mattress features a tufted damask cover and quilted 
border. Solving the problem of overheating during the night, 
in addition to the individual pocket springs

Sareer's Pocket Sprung Matrah offers a good level of support 
as the individual pocket springs react to your weight, as well 
as your movements during the night.
 
The pocket sprung core features individual springs each 
encapsulated in a fabric pocket, providing a comfortable 
feel for the mattress. Unlike interconnected coil mattresses, 
pocket springs work independently of each other and 
the flexibility in the pocket springs allows the mattress 
to respond to the shape, weight, size, movement and 
sleeping patterns of your body.

POCKET SPRUNG MATRÀH 
Sareer's Pocket Sprung Matrah features individually nested pocket springs 
and is a great valuable addition to your bedroom, or your guest bedroom 
and comes with a unique tufted top panel and quilted border.

POCKET SPRING UNIT NO ROLL TOGETHER

DAMASK COVER

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

2 SIDED MATTRESS

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED

Sareer Gold Damask

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides
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The Sareer Reflex Plus Matrah has an extra thick layer 
of premium grade Reflex foam for a soft and supportive 
sleep experience and also has a luxurious feel to the 2 way 
stretch soft zip cover. Our Reflex Plus Matrah is also ideal 
for bedsteads, bunk beds and foldaway beds.
 
Sareer's Reflex Plus Matrah works in harmony with your 
body. The Reflex foam is produced without fillers (tiny 
pieces of melamine) it will not break down like ordinary foam, 
maintaining its original shape and density for many years.  
The Reflex Plus Matrah offers a medium to firm sleeping 
surface, which makes it ideal for those who prefer good  
back support.

Can use both sides

Reflex Foam

REFLEX PLUS MATRÀH 
If you want a mattress that ensures your guests have a truly restful night's 
sleep, then Sareer's Reflex Plus Matrah is the perfect solution.

REFLEX FOAM SOFT KNIT COVER

HYPO ALLERGENIC DUST MITE RESISTANT

Approx 5" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Reflex Fabric
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This new process of manufacturing offers a maximum 
spinal support as well as eliminating rolling together so 
that you and your partner can receive a well rested and 
undisturbed night’s sleep.
 
The Reflex Plus Coil Matrah has excellent heat reduction and 
breathable properties allowing the mattress to breathe and 
keep fresh, it is also hypo-allergenic, anti-bacterial and has 
anti-dust mite qualities. Providing a sleep environment that 
guarantees night after night of blissful sleep.

The top layer of Reflex moulds to the contours of your body, 
offering gentle support to alleviate pressure point discomfort, 
adding to the luxurious feel with the stretch soft micro quilted 
cover which is applied to both sides of the mattress.

REFLEX PLUS COIL MATRÀH 
Sareer's Reflex Coil Plus Matrah features a traditional coil spring system 
wrapped in Reflex foam to create a sumptuous feel maximising a 
comfortable night's sleep.

OPEN COIL SPRINGS NO NEED TO TURN

REFLEX FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

Sareer Reflex Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Reflex Foam

Polyester both sides
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The Essentials Pocket Reflex Mattress features a 1000 
pocket sprung unit which offers a good level of support 
as the individual pocket springs react to your weight, as 
well as your movements during the night. Sareer's Pocket 
Reflex Plus Matrah is an ideal choice for those looking for  
a good night’s sleep at an affordable price.

The mattress features soft stretch mattress cover and quilted 
border. Solving the problem of overheating during the night.

Reflex foam open cell technology allows the mattress to 
breathe, which is an additional advantage especially during 
the warmer months.

The pocket sprung core features individual springs each 
encapsulated in a fabric pocket, providing a comfortable 
feel for the mattress. Unlike interconnected coil mattresses, 
pocket springs work independently of each other and the 
flexibility in the pocket springs allows the mattress to 
respond to the shape, weight, size, movement and sleeping 
patterns of your body.

POCKET REFLEX PLUS MATRÀH 
If you want a mattress that ensures you or your guests have a truly restful 
night's sleep, then Sareer's Pocket Reflex Plus Matrah is the perfect solution.

Sareer Reflex Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Reflex Foam

Polyester both sides

POCKET SPRING UNIT NO NEED TO TURN

REFLEX FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED14

The Sareer Cool Blue Memory Foam Matrah provides a 
top comfort layer made of a specially developed extra 
soft material for a feeling of instant relaxation. Working 
in perfect harmony with the lower support layers, once 
you settle into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst you sleep. 
Support, comfort and durability are uncompromised while 
you experience less tossing and turning during the night and 
wake up feeling refreshed.

An advanced Memory-Foam CoolBlue™ has been developed 
and engineered to offer the same ‘feel’ and pressure relieving 
properties as the equivalent density (75kg/m3) visco-elastic 
memory foam but without the associated heat discomfort. 
CoolBlue™ also features Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial 
protection for the ultimate in mattress hygiene.

As well as moulding to your body's natural sleeping 
position, the specially developed Sareer Cool Blue Memory 
Foam Matrah's extra soft material is designed to regulate 
temperature and humidity, maintaining a pleasant sleeping 
environment throughout the night. 

COOL BLUE MEMORY FOAM MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding 
comfort and support, then our Sareer Cool Blue Memory Foam 
Matrah is made with you in mind. 

REFLEX FOAM

NO NEED TO TURNCOOL BLUE 
MEMORY FOAM

REMOVABLE ZIP COVER DUST MITE RESISTANT

SOFT KNIT COVER

COOL

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Cool Blue Memory Foam Reflex Foam

Sareer Cool 2 Way
Stretch Fabric 
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OPEN COIL SPRINGS

NO NEED TO TURNCOOL BLUE 
MEMORY FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

COOL

Sareer Cool 2 way stretch fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Cool Blue Memory Foam

Polyester both sides

Sareer Damask
Blue Border

The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket springs which 
work independently to react to your body's movement and 
weight, offering complete support. Sareer's Cool Blue Pocket 
Memory mattress has a medium feel to it, and is perfect if you 
are looking for a pocket memory foam mattress with cooling 
properties and a good combination of pressure relief and support.

The temperature sensitive Cool Blue memory foam layer provides 
comfort and support to your shoulders, back and hips, and works 
in harmony with your body to ensure that you are sleeping in the 
correct anatomical position, meaning you can wake feeling refreshed 
and free of any minor aches and pains. Cool Blue Memory foam also 
offers relief for your pressure points which encourages healthy blood 
circulation, as well as reducing the need to toss and turn during the 
night, meaning a deeper and more restful sleep.

An advanced Memory-Foam CoolBlue™ has been developed and 
engineered to offer the same ‘feel’ and pressure relieving properties 
as the equivalent density (75kg/m3) visco-elastic memory foam but 
without the associated heat discomfort. CoolBlue™ also features 
Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial protection for the ultimate in  
mattress hygiene.
 
The pocket sprung base provides a luxurious feel to your 
mattress, unlike interconnected coil mattresses, pocket springs 
work independently of each other, and the flexibility in the 
pocket springs allows the mattress to respond to the shape, 
weight, size, movement and sleeping patterns of your body. 
Pocket sprung mattresses are also an advantage if there is 
a considerable weight or size difference between you and 
your partner.

COOL BLUE POCKET MEMORY MATRÀH 
Sareer's Cool Blue Pocket Memory Matrah features pocket springs and 
comprises a  layer of Cool Blue memory foam upon a pocket sprung base.

Sareer Cool 2 Way
Stretch Fabric 

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides

Cool Blue Memory 

Sareer Damask
Blue Border

POCKET SPRING UNIT

NO NEED TO TURNCOOL BLUE 
MEMORY FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

COOL
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This new process of manufacturing offers a maximum 
spinal support as well as eliminating rolling together so 
that you and your partner can receive a well rested and 
undisturbed night’s sleep.
 
The Cool Blue Memory Coil Matrah has excellent heat 
reduction and breathable properties allowing the mattress 
to breathe and keep fresh, it is also hypo allergenic, anti-
bacterial and has anti-dust mite qualities. Providing a sleep 
environment that guarantees night after night of  
blissful sleep.

An advanced Memory-Foam CoolBlue™ has been developed 
and engineered to offer the same ‘feel’ and pressure relieving 
properties as the equivalent density (75kg/m3) visco-elastic 
memory foam but without the associated heat discomfort. 
CoolBlue™ also features Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial 
protection for the ultimate in mattress hygiene.
 
The top layer of Cool Blue Memory Foam moulds to the 
contours of your body, offering gentle support to alleviate 
pressure point discomfort, adding to the luxurious feel 
with the soft stretch soft micro quilted cover on  
both sides.

Sareer's Cool Blue Memory Coil Matrah features a traditional coil 
spring system accommodated with Cool Blue Memory foam. 

COOL BLUE MEMORY COIL MATRÀH 



Sareer only prides on using natural latex foam, which is 
naturally hypo allergenic as well as being ventilated, for 
a refreshing, cool night’s sleep. This mattress provides the 
ultimate level of support, and combines natural materials 
with the latest mattress technology to offer support in all 
the right places. This latex mattress is perfect for you if 
you want the benefits of a natural latex sleeping surface, 
combined with a highly supportive Reflex base for a 
supremely comfortable sleep.

Latex foam is a resilient and durable material, made from 
the sap of rubber trees. Being naturally hypo allergenic and 
antimicrobial, latex makes the perfect sleeping surface for 
allergy sufferers, and is known for being one of the most  
eco-friendly, natural mattress options available on the market.

Sareer's Latex Foam Matrah features a removable mattress 
cover, which is zipped for easy removal and washing. 

This mattress has exceptional qualities and is by far a 
popular choice for anybody who desires a good night's 
sleep, Sareer's Latex Foam Matrah has superior durability, 
a luxurious feel and ultra-fresh anti-microbial protection.

LATEX FOAM MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding comfort 
and support, then our Latex Foam Matrah is made with you in mind.

REFLEX FOAM

NO NEED TO TURNFULL TALALAY LATEX

REMOVABLE ZIP COVER

SOFT KNIT COVER

DUST MITE RESISTANT

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer DNA Fabric

Full Talalay Latex
Reflex Foam

This new process of manufacturing offers a maximum 
spinal support as well as eliminating rolling together so 
that you and your partner can receive a well rested and 
undisturbed night’s sleep.
 
The Latex Coil Matrah includes a sensitive Latex layer which 
provides comfort and support to your shoulders, back 
and hips, and works in harmony with your body to ensure 
that you are sleeping in the correct anatomical position. 
Latex foam is a resilient and durable material, made from 
the sap of rubber trees. Being naturally hypo allergenic and 
antimicrobial, latex makes the perfect sleeping surface for 
allergy sufferers, and is known for being one of the most  
eco-friendly, natural mattress options available on the market.

The mattress features soft stretch mattress cover and quilted 
border. Solving the problem of overheating during the night.

LATEX COIL MATRÀH 
Sareer's Latex Coil Matrah features a traditional coil spring system wrapped 
in Reflex foam then Latex foam is placed on top to create a sumptuous feel.

OPEN COIL SPRINGS

NO NEED TO TURNREFLEX FOAM

FULL TALALAY LATEX

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

Sareer DNA Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides

Full Talalay Latex
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The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket springs 
which work independently to react to your body's movement 
and weight, offering complete support. Sareer's Latex 
Pocket mattress has a medium feel to it, and is perfect if you 
are looking for a pocket Latex mattress with body moulding 
properties and a good combination of pressure relief  
and support.

The sensitive Latex layer provides comfort and support to 
your shoulders, back and hips, and works in harmony with your 
body to ensure that you are sleeping in the correct anatomical 
position. Latex foam is a resilient and durable material, made 
from the sap of rubber trees. Being naturally hypo allergenic and 
antimicrobial, latex makes the perfect sleeping surface for allergy 
sufferers, and is known for being one of the most eco-friendly, 
natural mattress options available on the market.

The pocket sprung base provides a luxurious feel to your 
mattress, unlike interconnected coil mattresses, pocket springs 
work independently of each other, and the flexibility in the 
pocket springs allows the mattress to respond to the shape, 
weight, size, movement and sleeping patterns of your body. 
Pocket sprung mattresses are also an advantage if there is 
a considerable weight or size difference between you and 
your partner.

LATEX POCKET MATRÀH 
Sareer's Latex Pocket Matrah features a traditional pocket spring system. 
Latex foam is placed on top to create a sumptuous feel.

POCKET SPRING UNIT

NO NEED TO TURN

REFLEX FOAM

FULL TALALAY LATEX

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

HAND TUFTED

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

TUFTED

Sareer DNA Fabric
Full Talalay Latex

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides
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These mattresses combine a Gel-Lex™ feel to provide a sensational sleeping environment. Great 
alternative to traditional memory foam mattresses. Convoluted sleep surfaces coupled with luxurious 

quilted covers provide perfectly balanced comfort layers to enhance the sleep experience further.

The Gel Matràh Range incorporates our 
revolutionary Gel-Lex™ foam

Get Back Your Quality Sleep:
  
1. All the benefits of traditional memory foam: 
Just like the memory foam products you've heard 
about for years, gel memory foam is durable and 
comfortable. It also resists motion transfer, so when 
your bed partner moves around or gets in and out 
of bed, it won't disturb your slumber.

2. Increased air circulation: Gel memory foam is 
made of gel beads that are infused into memory 
foam, and this creates an open cell structure that 
promotes air movement. The heat from your body 
dissipates instead of collecting in your mattress, 

topper, or pillow. This helps you maintain a cool, 
comfortable temperature all night.

3. Medium balanced support: Gel memory foam 
provides a firm yet comfortable sleep surface. It fits 
to your body without letting you sink in too deeply, 
a concern that some users of traditional memory 
foam products have. Gel memory foam products 
are designed with extra support where you need it, 
so you'll have just the right amount of contact.

4. Pressure relief: Side sleepers often have issues 
with pressure on their hips and shoulders while 
they sleep. The pressure on these points causes the 
tossing and turning that can keep you from getting 

good, continuous sleep. Gel memory foam gently 
cradles your body, so painful pressure points are 
eliminated, relieving pressure points that traditional 
mattresses may aggravate.

5. Spinal alignment: When your body is cradled 
correctly and the pressure has been taken off your 
shoulders and hips, your spine is encouraged to 
align. When your back feels good in the morning, 
you will feel refreshed and rejuvenated from your 
night's sleep.

6. Something for every sleeper: No matter what has 
been keeping you up at night, there's a gel memory 
foam product that can help.

• Reaches heat saturation   
 significantly slower.

• Heat penetrates much 
 less deep.

• Regenerates faster to its   
 original temperature.

• Shows lower moisture   
 infiltration.

Cooling efftect 
after 2 minutes

Cooling efftect 
after 15 minutes

Temperature 
increase after 

15 minutes

Temperature 
increase after 

90 minutes

Temperature 
increase after 2 

minutes

Gel-Lex™ Memory 
Foam



The Sareer Gel Memory Foam Matrah provides a top 
comfort layer made of a specially developed extra soft 
material for a feeling of instant relaxation.  Working in 
perfect harmony with the lower support layers, once you 
settle into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst you sleep. 
Support, comfort and durability are uncompromised while 
you experience less tossing and turning during the night and 
wake up feeling refreshed. 

Incorporating Gel-Mem™ foam - Combines gel-memory 
foam feel to provide a sensational sleeping environment. 
Great alternative to traditional memory foam mattresses. 
Convoluted sleep surface coupled with luxurious  quilted 
cover provide a perfectly balanced comfort layer to enhance 
the sleep experience further.

As well as moulding to your body's natural sleeping position, 
the specially developed Sareer Gel Memory Foam Matrah's 
extra soft material is designed to regulate temperature and 
humidity, maintaining a pleasant sleeping environment 
throughout the night. 

REFLEX FOAM DUST MITE RESISTANT

GEL-MEM™ FOAM

REMOVABLE ZIP COVER

NO NEED TO TURN

SOFT KNIT COVER

COOL MATTRESS

GEL

GEL MEMORY FOAM MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding comfort 
and support, then our Sareer Gel Memory Foam Matrah is made with you in 
mind, this breakthrough revolution will completely transform a good night's 
sleep into a blissful nights sleep. 

Sareer Gel Fabric

Micro quilted zip cover

Reflex Foam

Gel-Mem™

Approx 6" Depth
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This new process of manufacturing offers a maximum spinal 
support as well as eliminating rolling together so that you 
and your partner can receive a well rested and undisturbed 
night’s sleep.
 
The Gel Coil Matrah has excellent heat reduction and breathable 
properties allowing the mattress to breathe and keep fresh, 
it is also hypo-allergenic, anti-bacterial and has anti-dust mite 
qualities. Providing a sleep environment that guarantees night 
after night of blissful sleep.

Incorporating Gel-Lex™ foam - Combines gel-memory foam feel 
to provide a sensational sleeping environment. Great alternative 
to traditional memory foam mattresses. Convoluted sleep 
surface coupled with luxurious quilted cover provide a perfectly 
balanced comfort layer to enhance the sleep experience further.

Sareer's Gel Coil Matrah has breathtaking handles which are 
encapsulated with 3D rubber ensuring a non slip grip whilst 
moving the mattress, also giving the mattress an elegant touch.
 
The top layer of Gel Latex moulds to the contours of your 
body, offering gentle support to alleviate pressure point 
discomfort, adding to the luxurious feel with the soft stretch 
soft micro quilted cover on both sides.

GEL COIL MATRÀH 
Sareer's Gel Coil Matrah features a traditional coil spring system, Gel Foam 
is placed on top to create a sumptuous feel maximising its efforts to provide 
you with a good cool nights sleep. 

Sareer Gel Fabric

Rubber Handles

3D Mesh

Gel-Lex™

Duo pads both sides 

Open Coil Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides

OPEN COIL SPRINGS

NO ROLL TOGETHERGEL-LEX™ FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC

DUST MITE RESISTANT
MEMORY FOAM 
INFUSED GEL

NO NEED TO TURN LATEX INFUSED GEL

TUFTED

GEL INFUSED HANDLESGEL

GEL
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The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket springs which work 
independently to react to your body's movement and weight, offering 
complete support. Sareer's Gel Pocket Matrah has a medium feel to it, and 
is perfect if you are looking for a pocket Gel memory foam mattress with 
cooling properties and a good combination of pressure relief and support.

Solving the problem of overheating during the night, in addition to the Cool 
Gel Latex contents. Sareer's Gel Pocket Matrah has breathtaking handles 
which are encapsulated with 3D rubber ensuring a non slip grip whilst moving 
the mattress, also giving the mattress an elegant touch.

The temperature sensitive Gel Latex layer provides comfort and support to 
your shoulders, back and hips, and works in harmony with your body to ensure 
that you are sleeping in the correct anatomical position, meaning you can wake 
feeling refreshed and free of any minor aches and pains. Gel memory foam 
also offers relief for your pressure points which encourages healthy blood 
circulation, as well as reducing the need to toss and turn during the night, 
meaning a deeper and more restful sleep.

Incorporating Gel-Lex™ foam - Combines gel-latex foam feel to provide a 
sensational sleeping environment. Great alternative to traditional memory 
foam mattresses. Convoluted sleep surface coupled with luxurious quilted 
cover provide a perfectly balanced comfort layer to enhance the sleep 
experience further.
 
The pocket sprung base provides a luxurious feel to your mattress, unlike 
interconnected coil mattresses, pocket springs work independently of 
each other, and the flexibility in the pocket springs allows the mattress to 
respond to the shape, weight, size, movement and sleeping patterns of 
your body. Pocket sprung mattresses are also an advantage if there is a 
considerable weight or size difference between you and your partner.

GEL POCKET MATRÀH 
Sareer's Gel Pocket Matrah features pocket springs and comprises a layer 
of Gel foam upon a pocket sprung base.

Sareer Gel Fabric
Gel-Lex™

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 9" Depth

Polyester both sides

3D Mesh

Rubber Handles

POCKET SPRING UNIT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

HYPO ALLERGENIC

DUST MITE RESISTANT

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED

NO NEED TO TURN

GEL INFUSED HANDLESGEL

LATEX INFUSED GEL

GEL-LEX™ FOAMGEL
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The Sareer Kids Memory Foam Matrah provides 
a top comfort layer made of a specially 
developed extra soft material for a feeling of 
instant relaxation. Working in perfect harmony 
with the lower support layers, once you settle 
into your most comfortable position your body 
weight is redistributed reducing pressure whilst 
you sleep. Support, comfort and durability are 
uncompromised while you experience less tossing 
and turning during the night and wake up feeling 
refreshed.

As well as moulding to your body’s natural sleeping 
position, the specially developed Sareer Kids 
Memory Foam Matrah's extra soft material is 
designed to regulate temperature and humidity, 
maintaining a pleasant sleeping environment 
throughout the night.

KIDS MEMORY FOAM MATRÀH 
If you prefer a softer feel mattress that still provides outstanding 
comfort and support, then our Sareer Kids Memory Foam Matràh is 
made with your child in mind.

MEMORY FOAM NO NEED TO TURN

REMOVABLE /  
WASHABLE ZIP COVER

DUST MITE RESISTANT

SOFT KNIT COVER

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam
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The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket 
springs which work independently to react to your 
body's movement and weight, offering complete support. 
Sareer's pocket sprung mattress has a medium feel to it, 
and is perfect if you are looking for a mattress with cooling 
properties and a good combination of pressure relief  
and support.

The mattress features a tufted damask cover and quilted 
border. Solving the problem of overheating during the night, 
in addition to the individual pocket springs

The mattress complies with the legal requirement of 16cm in 
height for kids and teens beds

Sareer's Aspire Pocket Sprung Matrah offers a good level 
of support as the individual pocket springs react to your 
weight, as well as your movements during the night.
 
The pocket sprung core features individual springs each 
encapsulated in a fabric pocket, providing a comfortable 
feel for the mattress. Unlike interconnected coil 
mattresses, pocket springs work independently of each 
other and the flexibility in the pocket springs allows 
the mattress to respond to the shape, weight, size, 
movement and sleeping patterns of your body. 

ASPIRE POCKET SPRUNG MATRÀH 
Sareer's Aspire Pocket Sprung Matrah features individually 
nested pocket springs and is a great valuable addition to 
your bedroom, or your guest bedroom and comes with a 
unique tufted top panel and quilted border.

Sareer Aspire Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Pocket Spring Unit

Tufted

Approx 16cm Depth

Polyester both sides

1024 POCKET
SPRING UNIT

NO NEED TO TURN

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

16cm MATTRESS
DEPTH DUST MITE RESISTANT

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED
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The pocket sprung unit features individual pocket 
springs which work independently to react to your 
body's movement and weight, offering complete support. 
Sareer's pocket sprung mattress has a medium feel to it, 
and is perfect if you are looking for a mattress with cooling 
properties and a good combination of pressure relief  
and support.

The mattress features a tufted damask cover and quilted 
border. Solving the problem of overheating during the night, 
in addition to the individual pocket springs

The mattress complies with the legal requirement of 16cm in 
height for kids beds

Sareer's Aspire Pocket Memory Matrah offers a good level 
of support as the individual pocket springs react to your 
weight, as well as your movements during the night.
 
The pocket sprung core features 1024 individual springs 
each encapsulated in a fabric pocket, providing a 
comfortable feel for the mattress. Unlike interconnected 
coil mattresses, pocket springs work independently 
of each other and the flexibility in the pocket springs 
allows the mattress to respond to the shape, weight, 
size, movement and sleeping patterns of your body.

ASPIRE POCKET MEMORY MATRÀH 
Sareer's Aspire Pocket Memory Matrah features individually nested 
pocket springs and is a great valuable addition to your bedroom, or 
your guest bedroom and comes with a unique tufted top panel and 
quilted border.
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1024 POCKET
SPRING UNIT NO NEED TO TURN

MEMORY FOAM

HYPO ALLERGENIC
FILLINGS

DUST MITE RESISTANT

TUFTED

HAND CRAFTED

Sareer Memory Fabric

Duo pads both sides 

Tufted

Approx 16cm  Depth

Memory Foam

Polyester both sides

16cm MATTRESS
DEPTH 

INTRODUCING THE NEW 
ORGANIC COLLECTION



• Support And Comfort
• Durable And Resilient
• Excellent Pressure Relief
• Breathable
• Fast Cooling
• Low Heat Retention
• Zoning
• Can Be Rolled
• Produced Using A High 
   Percentage Of Recycled PET
• No odour
• Colourfast
•  Hypo-allergenic
•  Novoc’s Recyclable

MEMORY WOOL COIL MATRÀH 
This mattress contains Airstream Technology. Airstream has 
a number of clear advantages over traditional memory foam 
including: 

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam

2730

IMAGES REQUIRED
MEMORY WOOL

OPEN COIL SPRINGS

SOFT KNIT 
BREATHABLE COVER

TUFTED

DUST MITE RESISTANT

HYPO-ALLERGENIC

NO ROLL TOGETHER

NO NEED TO TURN

• Support And Comfort
• Durable And Resilient
• Excellent Pressure Relief
• Breathable
• Fast Cooling
• Low Heat Retention
• Zoning
• Can Be Rolled
• Produced Using A High 
   Percentage Of Recycled PET
• No odour
• Colourfast
•  Hypo-allergenic
•  Novoc’s Recyclable

MEMORY WOOL ORTHOPAEDIC MATRÀH 
This mattress contains Airstream Technology. Airstream has 
a number of clear advantages over traditional memory foam 
including: 

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam

IMAGES REQUIRED
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MEMORY WOOL

OPEN COIL SPRINGS

MICRO QUILT PANEL
BOTH SIDES

HAND CRAFTED

DUST MITE RESISTANT

HYPO-ALLERGENIC

NO ROLL TOGETHER

NO NEED TO TURN



• Support And Comfort
• Durable And Resilient
• Excellent Pressure Relief
• Breathable
• Fast Cooling
• Low Heat Retention
• Zoning
• Can Be Rolled
• Produced Using A High 
   Percentage Of Recycled PET
• No odour
• Colourfast
•  Hypo-allergenic
•  Novoc’s Recyclable

MEMORY WOOL POCKET MATRÀH 
This mattress contains Airstream Technology. Airstream has 
a number of clear advantages over traditional memory foam 
including: 

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam

2732

IMAGES REQUIRED
MEMORY WOOL

POCKET SPRINGS

DAMASK COVER

TUFTED

DUST MITE RESISTANT

HYPO-ALLERGENIC

NO ROLL TOGETHER

NO NEED TO TURN

• Support And Comfort
• Durable And Resilient
• Excellent Pressure Relief
• Breathable
• Fast Cooling
• Low Heat Retention
• Zoning
• Can Be Rolled
• Produced Using A High 
   Percentage Of Recycled PET
• No odour
• Colourfast
•  Hypo-allergenic
•  Novoc’s Recyclable

MEMORY WOOL FOAM MATRÀH 
This mattress contains Airstream Technology. Airstream has 
a number of clear advantages over traditional memory foam 
including: 

Approx 6" Depth

Zip Cover

Sareer Memory Fabric

Memory Foam

Reflex Foam

IMAGES REQUIRED
MEMORY WOOL

REMOVABLE ZIP
COVER

HAND CRAFTED

DUST MITE RESISTANT

NO ROLL TOGETHER

NO NEED TO TURNSOFT KNIT 
BREATHABLE COVER
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General Terms & Conditions

1. Payment

 (a) Subject to Condition 1(b) below, and unless Sareer Furniture Co Reg No  353 8175 (“the seller”) has agreed  
 the Buyer, otherwise in writing, all accounts shall be paid in full, including V.A.T due, 30 days from the date of  
 delivery of the goods.

 (b) If any of the following events occur all accounts from  the buyer shall immediately be discharged in full, and  
 payable immediately including any VAT due

  (i) the Buyer becoming insolvent.

  (ii) the Buyer being an individual or partnership of individuals, if any such individual shall die,  
  execution to be levied on his goods, have a receiving order in bankruptcy made against him or enter  
  into a composition of arrangement with his creditors:

  (iii) in the event of the Buyer being a body corporate if the Buyer shall suffer execution to be  
  levied on its goods, shall enter into a composition or arrangement with its creditors or shall have a  
  receiver or receiver and manager appointed or shall have petition served or resolution passed for its  
  administration or winding up (save for the purpose of reconstruction) or shall have an administrator  
  appointed by the court.

  (iv) the Buyer shall notify the seller immediately in writing for any of the aforementioned events  
  occur.

 (c) Time of such payment shall be of the essence of every sale

 (d) The buyer shall be liable for interest on any overdue amount at the rate of 2% per month until payment.

2. Retention of Title

 (a) In no circumstances shall legal  title in the goods on sale pass from the Seller to the Buyer until the buyer  
 shall have paid the Seller in full for goods, including any VAT due.

 (b) Further, even if on such a sale the Buyer does pay for the goods in full, legal title in the goods shall still  
 remain with the Seller if any amount is overdue and unpaid by the Buyer to the Seller on any other sale or on  
 any other account, and title shall not pass to the Buyer until such time if any as all amounts due from the Buyer  
 to the Seller on all sales whenever made and on all accounts have been paid.

 (c) Until title in the goods has passed to the Buyer, the Buyer shall hold the goods as bailee for  the Seller  
 and, so long as they have not been re-sold by the Buyer or incorporated with other goods not the property of  
 the Seller to the extent that they have lost their identity and cannot be extracted, shall deliver up the goods to  
 the Seller or to his order on demand. The Buyer shall, if so requested by the Seller at any time, keep  
 all such goods in a separate part of the Buyer’s premises. The Seller shall be entitled at any reasonable time to  
 enter any premises of the Buyer or premises where goods or any of them are stored for the Buyer to inspect its  
 goods or repossess them if they have not been re-sold or incorporated with other goods not the property of  
 the Seller to the extent that they have lost their identity and cannot be extracted.

 (d) During any such bailment of the goods, notwithstanding that title shall not have passed to the Buyer, the  
 Buyer shall in the ordinary course of business be entitled to re-sell the goods, provided that none of the  
 events set out in condition 1(b) have occurred.

 (e) During any such bailment of the goods, and so long as the goods have not been re-sold as hereby  
 permitted, the buyer shall, if so requested by the Seller, keep all such goods in a separate part of the Buyer’s  
 premises and shall cause them to be clearly marked with the fact of the Seller’s ownership on them.

 (f) On any resale of the Sellers goods, incorporating the Seller’s goods the buyer  shall hold the proceeds as  
 fiduciary and on trust for the Seller to the extent that any monies are owed to the Seller. The Buyer   
 shall, pending the passing of title to the buyer by full payment to the Seller has hereby required  cause all  
 such proceeds to be placed and kept in a separate bank account the details of which the Buyer shall notify the  
 Seller.

 (g) Notwithstanding this condition:

  (i) the Seller may maintain an action for the price of the goods:

  (ii) as from the time of delivery all goods shall become at the sole risk of the Buyer in respect of any  
  loss or damage whatsoever or howsoever arising or caused.

3. Shortages

Responsibility for checking deliveries remains solely with his employees or agents. Claims for shortages will only be 
considered if delivery notes are marked and Signed accordingly. The Seller must be notified in writing within 2 days of 
delivery.

4. Returns

The Seller’s drivers or carriers acting on his behalf cannot accept the return of goods without an official collection note 
issued by the Seller.

5.  Delivery

The Seller reserves the right to charge at cost, transport in respect of orders outside a radius of 70 miles, depending on 
the value of the order unless Sareer Furniture (“the Seller”) has agreed otherwise in writing. DHD terms & conditions 
apply.

6. Special Items

Goods not normally stocked by us are designated special items. All orders for special items together with acceptance of 
quoted prices must be confirmed in writing by the Buyer before orders can be processed by us.

7. VAT

All prices are exclusive of VAT. VAT will be charged at the rate ruling at the time of supply.

8. Termination

 (a) The Seller shall be entitled to terminate any sale to the Buyer upon the happening of any of the following  
 events:

  (i) failure by the Buyer to pay by the due date any sum due to the Seller on any sale to the Buyer.

  (ii) failure by the Buyer to take delivery of the goods or breach by the Buyer of any other terms or  
   condition of any sale form the Seller to the Buyer

  (iii) any of the events set out in Condition 1(b) above

 (b) For the avoidance of doubt, on any such termination by the Seller the full provisions of Condition 2 hereof  
 shall notwithstanding such termination continue to be binding.

9. Severance

 (a) These Conditions and sub-Conditions, and every part thereof which can be severed, shall be construed and  
 shall have effect as severable, separate and independent conditions.

 (b) If at any time one or more of such conditions or any part or parts of the provisions hereof be held invalid,  
 illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, the legality, validity and enforceability of the remainder shall not be  
 affected or impaired thereby.

10. Complaints

In the unlikely event of a complaint of damaged goods the Seller must be notified in writing within 2 days of delivery. 
We reserve the right to credit or replace any goods deemed by  us to be faulty. The liability of  the Seller in the event 
of complaint, is limited to the value of the goods supplied.  Under no circumstances will consequential claims be 
entertained.

Please note: 
We are continually striving to improve the products available and as such reserve the right to change the specifications 
of any products at any time.                                                                                    

                                  

FREE DISPLAY STANDS
now available for your store

To obtain your FREE stand

info@sareerfurniture.co.uk

0800 14 13 786

or speak to your local agent.
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44 (0) 800 14 13 786

44 (0) 1924 468899

info@sareerfurniture.co.uk
sales@sareerfurniture.co.uk

www.sareerfurniture.co.uk

Sareer Furniture
Savile Business Centre
Mill Street East
Dewsbury
West Yorkshire
WF12 9AH

ISSUE No. 5

coming soon.....

A part of Platinum Enterprise (UK) Group Ltd


